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ABSTRACT
Management by objectives is widely used and very popular in company practice. However, if performance goals are used
as a tool of control from above, negative effects can be a consequence. A cross-sectional field study was conducted to test
the hypotheses. The sample consisted of 275 employees of a bank and a public service provider. We measured control
the job provides by expert-ratings. The perception of control, vital exhaustion as well as the goal source (imposed versus
participatively set) were measured with self-reports. Factorial variance analyses were used to identify main effects and
interactions. In jobs that offer a high level of objective control and that have imposed performance goals, employees report a vital exhaustion sum score of m = 18.88, which is twice as high as in jobs that offer a high level of objective control
but have participatively set performance goals (m = 9.34). We conclude that participation at setting performance goals
can help to adapt the performance goal to individual performance requisites of employees. Through participation at goal
setting performance goals do not limit control and avoid vital exhaustion.
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Introduction

The principles of performance goals are widely-used
and very popular (Locke, 2004). Performance goals
in the sense of management by objectives (Drucker,
1954) can allow employees to align their action to
reach specified criteria. If an objective for example is
to sell 20 insurances in a week, then the actual number
of insurances sold can be directly compared to this objective. Drucker (1954, p. 131) emphasizes that performance goals should be used to help employees to align
themselves towards certain goals and that it should
not be used as „a tool of control from above“. Thus,
management by objectives should increase the ability
to regulate own action, not decrease control. However, management systems in which employees are not
participated at goal setting are associated with a low
level of perceived control (Konradt, Hertel & Schmook,
2003), work overload (Brown & Benson, 2005) and
mental strain (DeFrank & Ivancevich, 1998).
This study aims to take a closer look at performance goals and their interaction with objectively
given working conditions. We ask whether perceived
control or vital exhaustion depend on the goal source

(whether the performance goal was imposed or participatively set) under the condition of a job that either
provides high versus low objective control.
1.1 Setting performance goals
Assignments at work can be set in several ways. Locke
and Latham (1990) distinguish three different goal
sources: self-set goals, goals assigned by others and
participatively set goals. In work context, assignments
are mostly imposed or participatively set, hence there
are almost no sheer self-set goals (self-employed are
an exception).
Imposed or participatively set goals, on the one
hand, can be understood as assignments or orders. Orders are legally binding performance criteria, which
determine job content, results that need to be achieved
and conditions under which tasks are executed (Hacker, 2003). Self-set goals, on the other hand, can be
compared to the concept of goals in action theory
where they are understood as anticipations of results
as well as intentions. Work action is regulated by selfset goals – not orders (also see the concept of internal
and external goals; Frese & Zapf, 1994). An order can-
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